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For example, Canada has ranked fifth for the last two years
running in the World Economic Forum's survey of competitiveness
of the 23 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) nations. That's up from 11th place five years ago, before
our program was fully in place . But it's slipped from fourth
place two years ago. We are rated near the top for our natural
endowments, our human resources, our transportation and health
services infrastructures, our market orientation and the dynamism
of our economy . The Alberta oil and gas industries, the quality
of the Alberta work force, and the strong, market-driven regional
economy, are all good examples of Canadian competitive advantage .

But there are also strong warning signals on the horizon . Canada
spends more per capita on higher education than any country in
the world except Sweden, and we have the second highest post-
secondary enrolment after the United States . Yet in terms of the
responsiveness of our school system to meet the demands of a
competitive economy, we ranked llth, in the middle of the pack .
At the same time, we face a critical shortage of scientists and
engineers .

Equally troubling is the fact that we ranked 20th -- at the back
of the pack -- in terms of effectiveness of company training
programs . In terms of international orientation -- our
adaptiveness to technology and innovation -- we rank 16th . In
terms of science and technology, we rank 17th .

We are not sufficiently outward-looking, forward-looking, risk-
and investment-oriented . There are some 400 000 manufacturing
firms in Canada, but fully two-thirds of them don't export at
all, not even to the United States, our closest market and best
customer, with which we conduct a $200-billion a year two-way
trade relationship, secured by the Free Trade Agreement. And we
have relied too much, for too long, on our resources to guarantee
our standard of living . The growth areas of the economy in the
1990s are in the knowledge-based industries . But in the resource
and manufacturing sectors, still vital to our prosperity, we need
productivity improvements, better quality products, and a more
highly skilled work force .

We need to develop a pervasive learning culture in Canada .
Education is a provincial jurisdiction, and we will respect that
fully in developing Canadian learning goals . But education is a
key to our standing in the world economy and is very much a
matter of concern to all Canadians . It concerns their
performance . It concerns their pride . It concerns their
prosperity. Education and investment, largely through research
and development (R&D), hold the key to productivity improvements
and ultimately, our competitiveness .

Our R&D picture is a decidedly mixed one . On the bright side,
Canada's R&D spending runs ahead of OECD averages in such


